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ABSTRACT

Potential flow about zero thickness bodies may be evaluated via the derivative boundary integral
formulation of the Neumann problem describing the potential jump distribution on the body
surface. For collocation-based methods, the boundary integral is shown to be singular unless the
potential jump is at least C1 continuous at the collocation points. In this report, a Regularized
Galerkin Boundary Element Method (RGBEM) is formulated which relaxes the continuity
constraint to Co, and reduces the integrand singularity order by two. The new formulation
identifies and removes the singular components of the integral equation mathematically, without
resorting to complicated a posterior singularity removal strategies that are common in the
literature. The accuracy of RGBEM (with linear variation of the potential jump across planar
triangular elements) is demonstrated to be superior compared to that of the constant-patch panel
(or vortex loop) method, using the test problem of potential flow normal to a flat square plate.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The prediction of potential flow about zero thickness membranes by the boundary
element method constitutes an integral component of the Lagrangian vortex-boundary element
simulation of flow about parachutes. To this end, the vortex loop (or the panel) method has been
used, for some time now, in the aerospace industry with relative success [1, 2]. Vortex loops
(with constant circulation) are equivalent to boundary elements with piecewise constant

variation of the potential jump. In this case, extending the analysis in [3], the near field potential
velocity evaluations can be shown to be 0(1)! The accurate evaluation of the potential velocity

field very near the parachute surface is particularly critical to the overall accuracy and stability of
the vortex-boundary element simulations. As we will demonstrate in Section 3, the boundary
integral singularities, which arise due to the application of low order boundary elements, may
lead to severely spiked potential velocities at vortex element centers that are near the boundary.
The spikes in turn cause the erratic motion of the vortex elements, and the eventual loss of
smoothness of the vorticity field and possible numerical blow up.

In light of the arguments above, the application of boundary elements with (at least) a
linear variation of the potential jump - or, equivalently, piecewise constant vortex sheets - would
appear to be more appropriate for vortex-boundary element simulations. For this case, two
strategies are possible for obtaining the potential flow field. The first option is to solve the
integral equations for the (unknown) strengths of the surface vortex sheets. As we will discuss in
Section 2.1, the challenge in this case is to devise a consistent system of equations that imposes
the solenoidality of the locally 2-D vortex sheets. The second approach is to solve for the
unknown potential jump distribution. In this case, for commonly used @ shape functions, the
boundary integral is singular at the collocation points. Unfortunately, the development of
elements with C1 continuity for the potential jumps is quite complicated in 3-D. To this end, the
application of Galerkin “smoothing” to the boundary integral equations removes the singularity
at the collocation points; thus allowing the use of ~ elements and potential jump distributions
[4].

Successful implementations of the Galerkin Boundary Element Method to 2-D
conduction [4] and elastostatic [5] problems have been reported in the literature. Thus far, the
singularity removal algorithms have been based on a posterior and mathematically complex
reasoning, which have required Taylor series expansion and limit processes. The application of
these strategies to 3-D is expected to be significantly more complicated.

In this report, we develop the formulation for a “Regularized” Galerkin Boundary
Element Method (RGBEM). The regularization procedure involves simple manipulations using
vector calculus to reduce the singularity of the hypersingular boundary integral equation by two
orders for @ elements. For the case of linear potential jump distributions over plane triangles the
regularized integral is simplified considerably to a double surface integral of the Green function!
This is the case implemented and tested in this report. Using the example problem of flow
normal to a square flat plate, the linear RGBEM predictions are demonstrated here to be more
accurate, to converge faster, and to be significantly less spiked than the solutions obtained by the
vortex loop method.
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2 FORMULATION

2.1 The Classical Approach

Let’s assume that the free stream flow, with velocity ~m, is perturbed due to the presence -

of a body Q, with boundary 6Q. Then the boundary integral formulation prescribing the velocity

potential @at any point ~.= (xO,yO,ZO) in the field is [6]

where G(2, iO) = 114z 1 – ~0I= l/4m- is the Green function, Z(i)= (nX,nY,n,) is the unit normal

to i%i2into the fluid, dS(2) is the elemental surface area, @@(iO) is the free stream velocity

potential, and i indicates the interior of the body.

Let’s assume further a thin body and arbitrarily denote its upper and lower boundaries and

their respective unit normals by (6X2+,n+) and (dC!-, n- ), respectively (see Fig. 1). Then, Eq.

(2. 1) maybe rewritten as

(2.2)

where the dependence of the parameters on 2 and 20 is not shown for the sake of simplicity of

presentation.

In the limit of vanishing Q where &l+ -+ CX2-,Eq. (2.2) reduces to

(2.3)

where Z = ii+ = –ii-, [o] =@+ - @- is the jump in the velocity potential across the thin body,

[1and ii - ~cP = Z. ~cP+ – Z. ~@- is the corresponding jump in the normal flux, which is zero for

impervious membranes or membranes allowing smooth fluid flux. Moreover, if we assume
continuity of the velocity potential on &2, then 0+ = @- at the intersection of 6?2+ and ~-; or,
equivalently, [0] = O on the closed contour around the open surface that defines the zero-

thickness membrane.

The velocity field at 70 due to the presence of an impervious open surface membrane, .

with boundary d(~), in free stream is obtained by taking the gradient of Eq. (2.3):
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[@]/ = o
a(a2)

(2.4a)

(2.4b)

where iiO= ii(ZO), and @Oimplies differentiation with respect to 20.

Equation (2.4a) is hypersingular due to the presence of @O@G.However, the integral

equation can be regularized by reformulating it into an equivalent integral equation that reduces
the order of integrand singularity by one, as follows:

(2.5)

where CK is the elemental vector tangent to the contour circumscribing the elemental surface
area dS. See Appendix A for the derivation of (2.5).

Generally speaking, Eq. (2.5) does not (and cannot) reduce the singularity order of Eq.
(2.4a); instead it shifts the singularity from the surface integral onto the contour integral.
However, in the special case where [o] is continuous on the surface, the contour integral in (2.5)
vanishes identically because of Eq. (2.4b). In this case, Eq. (2.5) provides a regularization
(reduction in the singularity order) of Eq. (2.4a):

(2.6)

Note that the new surface integral requires the evaluation of the tangential derivatives of

the potential jump, ii x ~[@], which are readily available for a given distribution of [o]. Also
note that Eq. (2.6) represents the velocity field due to a vortex sheet with strength

ji=-iix F[@].

Another special case of Eq. (2.5) pertains to the condition that [o] is piecewise constant

on the surface, which implies that ii x ~[cP] = O and that the surface integral vanishes identically.
In this case, if the membrane surface is decomposed onto a set of M contiguous patches, each

associated with a constant distribution of the potential jump [@]”, Eq. (2.5) may be reduced to
the following sum of integral contributions by the M patches:

(2.7)

Note that [@] jumps in value on the edges of the patches and Eq. (2.7) is singular there.
Also note that the term inside the braces represents the velocity due to a vortex loop with

circulation r. = [o]” around patch m! The vortex loop (or the panel) method has been used, for

some time now, in the aerospace industry as a successful aerodynamics design tool [1, 2].
However, its main drawback, as will be demonstrated in Section 3, is its low accuracy and slow
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rate of convergence. For this reason, we return to Eq. (2.6) and develop a higher order boundary
element method for predicting potential flow about zero-thickness membranes.

A robust methodology for the solution of Eq. (2.6) in 3-D domains is not immediately
apparent, even for the simplest case of a piecewise linear variation of [@] (or, equivalently, a

piecewise constant variation of ~). On the one hand, as we show in Appendix B, Eq. (2.6) with

[Q] as the unknown leads to a singularity at the collocation points, unless [@] is C’ continuous

there. Unfortunately, the development of elements with C1 continuity for [@] is quite

complicated in 3-D. On the other hand, the alternative of solving for ~ as the unknown poses

other challenges. This is because while ~ is a locally 2-D vector tangent to the surface, its two

components are constrained by the solenoidality condition V. ~ = O. Therefore, only one

component of ~ is truly unknown in (2.6); the other component is, at least theoretically,

available via the solenoidality constraint. Unfortunately, except for a few simplified cases,
obtaining the second component directly via solenoidality is not straightforward [7]. To this end,
two strategies have been proposed in the literature:

One strategy applies a “–iiO x [ii. x (“)]” operation to Eq. (2.6) and imposes tangential

boundary conditions at the collocation points:

(2.8)

where TO= ~(10 ), and iiOis the unit normal to the surface at collocation point 10. This yields

two sets of boundary integral equations for the two components of ~ tangent to the surface [7]:

(2.9a)

(2.9b)

where ~0 = (ZX,ZY,~Z) ( )and @O= PX,PY>PZ~ are the unit tangents to the surface at ZO.Note that
0

for, at least, the case of a flat plate geometry, 70 and j50 may be arranged such that Eqs. (2.9a)

and (2.9b) become fully decoupled. This implies that ~-? and ~-~ may be evaluated
independently of each other, without enforcing the solenoidality constraint. Note that it is
possible to complement Eqs. (2.9) with the solenoidality constraint. However, the resulting linear
system of equations becomes over-specified and would have to be solved by least squares or
similar error minimizing schemes. The lack of a good mechanism to impose solenoidality is the
primary disadvantage of this approach.

An alternative strategy utilizes the solenoidality constraint and the normal component of
Eq. (2.6) (to impose the normal flux boundary condition at the collocation points) as the two
equations for obtaining the two components of ~:

10
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(2. lOa)

V.y=o (2.10b)

where fiO.iiO= O. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, a consistent solution of this

system of equations using classical boundary elements and shape functions for ~ is not possible,
although the method of least squares may be used with relative success to invert the system
matrix.

2.2 The Regularized Galerkin Boundary Element Method (RGBEM)

In this report, we develop a Regularized Galerkin methodology for solving Eq. (2.6) with
[Q] as its unknown. The proposed formulation offers the following unique advantages over the
previously

(1)

(2)

(3)

mentioned solution strategies:

Piecewise solenoidality of ~ = -Z x ~[@] is imposed implicitly for any polynomial

variation of [o] within each boundary element,

Only one equation, the normal component of (2.6), is necessary to obtain the one (and
only) unknown [~],
The Galerkin formulation relaxes the C1 continuity requirement for [~] to ~, while

at the same time removing the integral singularity at the collocation points.

The starting point for the Galerkin formulation is the normal component of (2.6) and the
application of the normal flux boundary condition:

(2.11)

where ii.. iiO= O without loss of generality.

The Galerkin boundary element method attempts to minimize the discretization error in
Eq. (2.11) in an integral sense as follows:

(2.12)

where VO= V(20 ) is a weighting (or test) function of similar shape and order to [CD].As was

alluded to earlier, the left hand side of Eq. (2. 12) is regular if [~] and tyOare C“ continuous at

the collocation nodes. Note that although the singularities of (2.12) have been smoothed out by
the application of the Galerkin method, in practice, special care is needed to remove them from
the integration process. This has usually been accomplished in the literature by complex a
posterior mathematical analysis and reasoning [4, 5]. In the following, we propose a novel
singularity removal strategy by manipulating Eq. (2.12) further and developing a “Regularized”
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Galerkin Boundary Element Method forsolving the Neumann problem. The 2-D version of
RGBEM can be derived directly from the 3-D formulation and is presented in Appendix C.

We begin by denoting the inner integral in (2.12) by a vectorial function ~o, which

depends only on 20. We focus on the left hand side of (2. 12) and note the following identity:

J’av.%“mxv’%=Ja %“nx(Yoz)’%- Jao%“(n% xL)d’%o 0

(2.13)

Application of the Stokes Theorem to the first integral on the right hand side of (2.13),
and the vector identity ~- (j x 7) = F. (j x ~) to the second integral yields

(2.14)

Note that if ~0 is 6 continuous at the collocation nodes then the contributions to the line

integral above by neighboring elements cancel each other out identically. This derivation
demonstrates explicitly how the application of the Galerkin method to (2.11) helps remove the
source of singularity at the collocation points. Finally, substituting (2.14) into (2.12) yields the
proposed Regularized Galerkin Boundary Element formulation for flow about membranes:

(2.15)

Equation (2. 15) has reduced the singularity order of Eq. (2.4a) by two, from @O~G to G!

In the process, the differentiation has been shifted from G onto [@] and yO in the form of

tangential gradients. This shift in the gradients further simplifies the process of evaluating the
integrals. For example, for linearly varying [@] and ~. over plane triangular elements, the

tangential gradients are constants and (2. 15) simplifies tremendously to

(2.16)

2.3 RGBEM For Planar Triangular Elements

The boundary element implementation of Eq. (2. 16) begins by decomposing the surface
of interest onto M triangular elements, and assigning a local orthogonal coordinate system

(g,g,~)~ and a corresponding unit basis vector(?,~,fi)~ to each element ~, such that

(~,~>q)~ = (% -~o)(~,~,fi)~. ~W denotes the global coordinates of any point on element m.

The local coordinates are oriented such that (?, ~)~ is parallel to the element plane, and ?. is

along the longest (and first) side of the triangle - in the direction that is consistent with Z. and

the right hand rule [8, 9]. See Fig. 2 for a schematic diagram.

The linear variation of [@]” and V“ on element m is prescribed by

12



~(~”,~”) = a; + b}~” + c~~nz, where~is a dummy variable denoting [o] or v. Furthermore,

(2.17c)

(where ~{v,~1~) and ~“ = ~(~,~, ~,rn) are the coordinates and the nodal value off at node number i

of element m, respectively. S’n is the surface area of element m. Note that index i is circular, so

that i + 1 = 1 when i =3, and i – 1 = 3 when i =1. The tangential gradients of~are thus given by

(2.18)

Substituting Eq. (2.18) in the discretized form of Eq. (2.16) yields

where Imk=
H GdSmdSk ,
m. Xlm

Assuming a piecewise-uniform free stream velocity ~fl across each element k, and
substituting Eqs. (2.17) into (2.19) yields

I
where Gnk = —

4s:kk ‘

13



Equation (2.20) is rewritten in the following compact format to depict the process of
setting up the linear system of N equations for the unknown [@] at the N collocation points on

(2.21a)

(2.21b)

Now, if a = cx(i,m)

(2.21C)

is the global node number that the i-th node of element m points to,

and /?= ~(j, k) is the number corresponding to the j-th node of element k, then AaP= Ap~

represents an element of the assembled matrix A at row (or column) a and column (or row) ~.

Similarly, BP represents element ~ of the right hand vector of the linear system. With this

notation, the linear system of equations looks like

{4J@la=B,}v, (a,p)=l,.-.,N (2.22)

Note that, unlike [@]a which represents the unknown potential jump at a collocation

point ix, the nodal values of the Galerkin weight ~~ do not explicitly enter the final form of the

linear system, since they appear on both sides of Eq. (2.22) as scaling factors and thus cancel out.

Three comments are in order here before a method is proposed for evaluating Imk:

First, [@] = O is known at collocation points on the boundary of the membrane surface.
There are two options for incorporating this boundary information into the linear system of
equations. In the first approach, (rows of) equations and matrix columns that correspond to nodes
on the boundary are discarded and the reduced linear system is solved to obtain [Q] at the
interior nodes. In the second approach, the diagonal elements in the matrix that correspond to the
boundary nodes are assigned a very large value, so that [CD]=O is recovered as part of the

solution. We use the latter for its simplicity of implementation.

Second, note that the summation over the m elements in (2. 19- 2.21) starts from element
k. This is because -as verified by Eq. (2.16) - the system matrix is symmetric and only the upper

14



(or lower) triangle of the matrix need be assembled explicitly. Thus, the symmetry of the
Regularized Galerkin formulation cuts the cost of matrix assembly down by a factor of two.

Third, because of this matrix symmetry, the Conjugate Gradient Method can be used to
invert the matrix instead of the Bi-Conjugate Gradient Method that is typically utilized in
boundary element methods. This leads to a factor of two savings in CPU time.

2.4 Evaluation Of ~m ~m GdS~dSk For Planar Triangular Elements
km

In this section, we present a highly accurate methodology for evaluating the 1~~integrals.

In the process, we take advantage of the geometric simplicity of planar triangular elements and
develop analytical solutions to the extent feasible. For (other) semi-analytical integrations we use
a high order adaptive quadrature scheme with arbitrary precision control.

To begin, we note that a closed-form solution exists for the inner integral, the detailed
derivation of which is given in [9]. The idea is to convert the area integral of the harmonic
function into a line integral around the perimeter of the element using the divergence theorem.
Since the integrals are carried out along each side i of element m around its perimeter, a local

two-dimensional coordinate system (p,q)~ ~is used in the (<,()” plane such that p~,i is parallel

to side i of element m and qwi is normal to it - as depicted in Fig. 3. The origin 20 of the

coordinate system for element m is an evaluation point on element k, and is thus the independent
variable for the outer integral. The contour integral for element m is given as follows [8, 9]

?+?-);‘;,i = P~,i + qm,r

(2.23a)

(2.23b)

where [ lp~,i, g~,i ) and (2p~,i, qn,i ) are the coordinates of the beginning and end points of line

segment i, respectively, and 13~is a two-dimensional angle which accounts for the integral

singularity when the evaluation point 10 falls into or on triangle m. On = 2Z if ~0 falls inside

triangle m; d. = z if 10 falls on its perimeter, excluding the vertices; (1~= O if iO falls outside

triangle m; and $. is equal to the angle of the vertex if 20 falls on the vertex. Note that in the

present context we assign a subscript to q, rather than the usual superscript, to improve

readability. The final form of (2.23) is as follows [9]:

! 1
q~latan2(q~,iJ~,lq~lp~,i) - ‘pm’;

4xIm = ~ +Iqmpm qm#o (2.24a)

( ~)‘=1 qm,ilog pm,i+
‘Pm,,

15



(.i+’l=a]?n’i4~m = i[–%,i @ P
i=1 Pm,i

[1
2

Pm,;

em= ~ tan-’ ~
i=] qrn,i lpm,,

% =0 (2.24b)

(2.24c)

We have not been able to derive a generalized closed-form formulation for the outer -

integral lfi = J~. I~dS~. For this purpose, we had to partially rely on available numerical
L

integration algorithms. Since we were interested in maintaining controlled accuracy, we searched
for triangle-based adaptive quadrature techniques with optimum error estimation capability. To
this end, Netlib Algorithm 706 [10] was trimmed to fit the specific needs of the problem at hand
and implemented in the code. The detailed description of Algorithm 706 is given in [10, 11, 12]
and is beyond the scope of this report. Very briefly, the algorithm applies a degree 13 symmetric
quadrature rule that utilizes 37 optimally positioned evaluation points inside the triangle [12]. A
globally adaptive strategy is applied whereby triangles with greatest estimated errors are
repeatedly subdivided into four new subtriangles, and integrals and errors over the new
subtriangles are estimated until either the user-specified error requirement is satisfied or the
maximum allowable number of subtriangles have been created [10, 11].

The semi-analytic evaluation of 1~~, at some level of resolution that uses v subtriangles,

may be represented by the following:

(2.25)

where Wi is the quadrature weighting at the i-th evaluation point, and i~>i represents the global

coordinates of the i-th evaluation point of the n-th subtriangle on element k. Note that i~’i is used

as the origin iO when evaluating l..

The semi-analytical algorithm explained above works very well when the two triangles m
and k are not contiguous- Generally, a maximum error of 10-10is achievable before adaptation is
invoked. However, for coincident (m= k) and edge-sharing elements an inefficiently large

number of subtriangles v are necessary to evaluate the integrals at some nominal level of
accuracy. This is because Eqs. (2.24) are logarithmic, which the standard quadrature weighting
functions are ill-equipped to handle in cases where the evaluation points are too close to the
elements. Fortunately, for the case of coincident elements we have derived the closed-form
formulation for integral Z~~.Additionally, for the case of edge-sharing elements we can integrate

out the contribution of the shared edge to Id analytically, thus rendering the application of the

quadrature algorithm to the remainder of the integral acceptable.

For the case of coincident elements, we consider the contributions by the element sides to
Eq. (2.24b) separately, and integrate them over the element in the local coordinate system of the
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sides. The contribution by each side i to lti is denoted ‘Iti, and is given below:

I

31
pk,i211k,i ~oo

[

~ v;,i-s~
Pk,i 2’zl,i+3’zk,i 321k,i

V;,i Wk>i(vk,i-qlpk,i)
2s;

]-+@(::k;]-

4nTmk = —
3

[ 1

(2.26a)
32 21

)

321:,i +32pk,i211k,i+3’lk,i321k,i + 321k,i-2’lk,i+ 3’lk,,–211k,i
‘k” lk’ilog
w:,i Z’lk,i(321k,i+32pk,i)

W;,i w;,,

21
pk,i=2pk,i–lpk.i

31
pk,i=3pk,i–lpk,i

32
pk,i=3pk.i–2pk,i

(2.26b)

*vk,ispk,i
3’lk,i = ~~ 32zk,i=J~

where ( lpk,i 71qk,i ) ‘d (2pk.i:qk)
are the (local) coordinates of the beginning and end points of

segment i of element k, respectively, and ( 3p~,i,3qk,i) denotes the coordinates of the third node of

the triangle. Note that the last two terms inside the braces cancel out when the contributions from
all three sides are considered. The final form of IW s Iti for coincident elements is

31
Pk,i 21zk,i

[

.,~7Y1k).+log[::$;]311;i–31pk,i2vk,,
311;,, @ ‘

21~k,i(3]~k,i–Pk,i)

_ 32pk,i211k,i

32,:,i 10g
[

321~,i~32pk,i2’1k,i ~311k,i321k,i

Zvk i( Wk i+32pki)
.)

(2.27)

For the case of edge sharing elements, the logarithmic contribution by the shared edge to
l~k may be evaluated by ‘a slight modification of Eqs. (2.26), whereas the contributions by the

remaining sides of element m can be obtained semi-analytically:

2s:
4zYd = –iik -iim—

3

3’pk,l21zk,l loo

[ 1

w:, –S’pk,,211k,,+3’lk,,3*lk,, _
31 3

1
a

k,l 21z/c,I(3’zk,l‘31PM)

32pk,l21Jk,llog

[

%;,, +32pk,12vk1+3’lk,l%k,l

32 3
1k,l 2’zk,l(321k,l‘32pk,l ) 1

1

[1

32

-—log ~,
pk,,+321k,* + 321k,1–2’lk,l + 311k,1–2’lk,*

21
1 ~k,l+311k,l

31 2
1

32 2
k,l k,l 1k,l

(2.28a)
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(2.28b)

(2.28c)

where side 1 is assumed to be the shared edge, and the dot product of the normals accounts for
the fact that the two elements may not be coplanar.

2.5 Evaluation Of The Velocity Field For Planar Triangular Elements

Once the potential jump distribution on the M boundary elements is known, Eq. (2.6)
may be used to obtain the potential velocity in the fluid domain:

(2.29)

For plane triangular elements, the integrals in (2.29) maybe evaluated analytically [8, 9].

Furthermore, for the linear variation of [o]” considerable simplifications are possible:

(2.30)

where 13 =
J ~dS~ , cm~dS~ and I;= Jam ~m~

‘: = Jam 4m: —dS~ [8, 9]. Thus, the i-th
‘. 4~~

m

component of the velocity at iO is given by
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3

The robustness of RGBEM is examined parametrically using the test problem of potential
flow normal to a square flat plate. The predictions are compared with results obtained by the
vortex loop method (VLM) to demonstrate the superior accuracy of RGBEM as compared to
VLM. In addition to the flat plate problem, preliminary results from the RGBEM simulation of
potential flow about a hemispherical shell and a slotted hemispherical shell are presented.

The coordinates of the four vertices of the flat plate are assigned at (0,0,0), (1,0,0), (1,1,0)
and (O,1,0). The free stream velocity is set to (0,0,1). The plate surface is meshed uniformly in
the x and y directions, and each square mesh is subdivided into two right triangles. Note that in
the subsequent figures, the references to grid resolution correspond to square elements.

Figures 4a and 4b depict the (absolute value of the) surface potential jump distribution
along (x, O.5,0), obtained by RGBEM and VLM, respectively. We note that the lower resolution

RGBEM predictions are within acceptable range of the high resolution result, and convergence is
quite quick. In contrast, the VLM predictions display very poor accuracy at low resolutions, and
as shown in Fig. 4a, the highest resolution VLM prediction is far from converged. Indeed,
increasing the VLM resolution from 40x40 to 80x80 (not shown) reduces the peak potential
jump from 0.709 to only 0.704. We were not able to obtain results at higher resolutions due to
limitations on core memory requirements. (We will leave the rigorous convergence studies to
fhture publications.)

Figure 5 displays the potential velocity vector field in the vicinity of the plate, in its plane
of symmetry. Figures 6a and 6b depict the potential velocities evaluated by RGBEM in the
parallel and normal directions to the flat plate, respectively, along (0.5< x, y S l,z = 0.001). 501

equidistant points were used in these and all subsequent figures. Additionally, the diagonal

distance was normalized by W. In Figs. 6, Z x ~[~] was evaluated by directly differentiating
the potential jump on the surface, and is thus piecewise constant across each triangular element.
The consequence of this formulation, as verified in (6a), is that the tangential velocity in the fluid
domain and proximal to the plate surface assumes a piecewise constant profile. Similarly, the
normal velocity displays spikes where the corresponding tangential velocity experiences a jump.
The spikes in the normal velocity manifest the existence of singularity at the collocation points,
which the RGBEM formulation removes for matrix assembly purposes (only). Nevertheless,
given the ~ continuity condition for [CD],the velocity profiles across most of the plate converge

quite acceptably except within a narrow region (of one element size) around the boundary of the
plate, where the accuracy of the predictions and the convergence rates are substandard. This may
be because [o] varies as the square root of the distance to the edges and traditional polynomial

shape functions may be inadequate for resolving the velocity profiles at the boundary (edges)
[13]. Apparently, in order to achieve fast convergence, it may be necessary to implement special
(quarter point) boundary elements in the boundary region [13]. It should be noted, however, that
the tangential as well as the normal velocity components are infinite at the boundary edges on
the surface, which negatively affect the accuracy of the near field velocity evaluations by any
numerical method. This edge singularity is a mathematical reality that cannot be avoided without
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the introduction of some form of a physical model. Indeed, the fommlation presented in this
report breaks down at the edges because of the geometric singularity there, and the fact that the
corresponding surface normal is undefined (or multiply defined).

The quality of the velocity profiles near the plate may appear far from ideal, until one
evaluates the velocities using the traditional vortex loop method, as shown in Figs. 7a and 7b. In
this case, we note that both the tangential and the normal components of the velocity display
spikes. This is because [Q] is piecewise constant and its gradients at the boundary element edges
will naturally develop spikes. Indeed, since the normal flux boundzuy condition is satisfied at the
element centroids, consistency requirements limit the choice of evaluation points in the fluid
domain to points along the normal to the plate and through the element centroids only. This is
clearly evident in Fig. 7b where the normal velocity profile along an element side varies from a
spike of one sign on one side (of the element) to a spike of the opposite sign on the other side (of
the element), with the value at the center evaluated most accurately.

Figures 8a and 8b compare the velocity profiles obtained by RGBEM and VLM along
(0.5 <x, y S l,z = 0.001). Note that even the low resolution (1 1x11) RGBEM profiles are

substantially more accurate than the high resolution (40x40) VLM results. At 80x80 (not shown),
VLM predictions are still far from resolved; e.g., the peak normal velocity is 3.76 for the 80x80
case compared to 6.17 for the 40x40 case. Note that the 11x11 (RGBEM) and the 80x80 (VLM)
grid resolutions correspond to 200 and 12,482 triangular elements, respectively. This is a 62-fold
increase in the number of elements!

Figures 9a and 9b represent the potential velocities evaluated by RGBEM in the parallel
and normal directions to the flat plate, respectively, along (0.5 <x, y < l,z = 0.01). The trend for

the velocities at this higher elevation (Z= 0.01) are similar to those nearer the plate at z = 0.001
(Figs. 6). However, the step jumps and the spikes are smoother (and more benign) due to the fast
decay of the influence of the sources on the plate. Note in Fig. 9b that the overshoot in the
normal velocity near the edge of the plate disappears at higher resolutions. This is further
indication that the plate boundaries need special attention, i.e., either the grid distribution near
the boundaries must be refined or non-standard boundary elements must be utilized there.

Figures 10a and 10b display a comparison of the velocity profiles obtained by RGBEM
and VLM along (0.5< x, y < l,z = 0.01). Again, while they are considerably smoother at

z =0.01, the high resolution (40x40) VLM velocity profiles are still significantly less accurate
and oscillate around the RGBEM velocity profiles. One observation to the credit of VLM,
however, is that the mean (peak-to-peak averaged) velocity profiles appear to be better behaved
near the plate edges; i.e., there are no “mean” overshoots similar to those seen in RGBEM
profiles! This is most probably because the constant panel elements average out the singularity
effects (due to the boundary edges) at the element centroids. This may suggest the possibility of
using a hybrid RGBEM-VLM to handle the boundaries more robustly.

Figures 11a and 1lb represent the potential velocities evaluated by RGBEM in the
parallel and normal directions to the flat plate, respectively, along (0.5< x, y < l,z = 0.1). We

note that the profiles are smooth at this elevation, and that there are no signs of overshoot - once
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again suggesting that [0] must be represented more robustly at the edges. The VLM predictions
at this elevation (not shown) are also smooth and fairly accurate.

The results presented thus far suggest that velocity profiles at evaluation points that are at
least a (nominal) mesh size away from the body surface will be smooth. On the other hand, the
profiles will “feel” the effect of the boundary for evaluation points that are within a (nominal)
mesh size of the body surface. Unfortunately, since vorticity is concentrated in the thin boundary
layer near the surface, the ability to evaluate smooth velocities near the boundary becomes a
serious issue to contend with. For example, if during a computational timestep a vortex element
repositions to a location which “feels” the spike in the normal velocity, it may quite possibly
jump to the other side of the body - carrying with it the vorticity from the opposite side. One
remedy, as we just alluded to, is to assign a very fine boundary element distribution so that the
nominal mesh size is in the order of the boundary layer thickness. However, this is a highly
inefficient proposition. A more robust alternative is to smooth out the discontinuity of the

piecewise constant ii x ~[@] at the boundary element edges; i.e., to recreate linear elements with

~ continuity of ii x ~[cP] from piecewise constant solutions. To this end, one may apply area-
weighted or simple arithmetic averaging techniques to assign to a vertex of a triangulm element a

value for Z x ~[@] that is the “average” of piecewise constant ii x @[@]’s of all elements sharing

that vertex. A linear variation of ii x ~[@] is then assumed using these averaged values at the
vertices. As we will show shortly, the advantage of this approach is that the velocity profiles are
smooth at arbitrarily close distances to the body surface. The disadvantage is that the (piecewise)

solenoidality of ii x YIo] is no longer imposed. At this point, we are unaware of robust
smoothing algorithms that impose the solenoidality constraint.

Figures 12 demonstrate the effect of ii x ~[@] smoothing on the velocity profiles along

(0.5 S x, y S l,z = 0.001). The simple arithmetic averaging technique was used in this example.

As expected, the jumps in the tangential velocity and the spikes in the normal velocity have
altogether disappeared. This is despite the fact that the nominal mesh size (11x11 grids) is two
orders of magnitude larger than the elevation z = 0.001 of the evaluation points. Additionally,
note that the normal velocity overshoot near the edge of the plate has dampened by an order of
magnitude. Figures 13 depict the grid dependence of the “smooth” velocity profiles along
(0.5 <x, y S l,z = 0.001). We note that away from the edge, the velocities due to the low

resolution simulation are acceptably close to the higher resolution results. However, near the
edge, the magnitude of the tangential velocity increases with grid refinement - perhaps
expectedly. Somewhat more peculiar is the behavior of the normal velocity near the edge where,
while damped considerably compared to the unsoothed case, the overshoots appear to be
insensitive to grid refinement!

Next, we demonstrate qualitatively the application of RGBEM to geometries of interest
to the parachute simulation. Figure 14a depicts the grid and [o] distributions on the surface of a
hemispherical shell, the axis of symmetry of which is positioned along the free stream of unit
speed. [@] is normalized by its peak value of -1.945. Figure 14b shows the velocity vector field
proximal to the shell at its plane of symmetry. The velocity is normalized by the maximum value
in the displayed field, 1.76. The shell surface in Fig. 14b is color coded by the potential jump
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distribution. Figures 15 are the corresponding results from the simulation of flow normal to the
slotted hemisphere. The peak magnitudes of [o] on the surface and the fluid velocity are –0.348

and 1.97, respectively. Note that the grid resolution for this case is quite low; however, we are
interested in the qualitative demonstration of the developed technology.
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SUMMARY

A Regularized Galerkin Boundary Element Method (RGBEM) was developed for
simulating potential flow about zero thickness membranes. For collocation-based formulations,
the boundary integral was shown to be singular unless the potential jump on the surface is at
least Cl continuous at the collocation points. RGBEM was formulated to relax the continuity
constraint to ~, and thus to eliminate the complexities involved with the development and
implementation of methods based on the Cl continuity restriction. The RGBEM formulation
reduces the integrand singularity order by two via an a priori mathematical identification and
removal of the singular components from the integral equation. This is in contrast to complex a
posterior singularity removal strategies that are common in the literature. The new formulation
was implemented assuming linear variation of the potential jump over planar trianb~lar elements.
This led to the double surface integration of the Green function only. The latter was evaluated
analytically for the inner term and by an adaptive quadrature algorithm for the outer term. The
exceptions to this were (1) the double surface integrals due to coincident elements and (2) the
contributions to the integrals by the edges of edge-sharing elements; for which analytical
expressions were derived. Finally, the superior accuracy of the linear RGBEM, as compared to
the constant-patch Vortex Loop Method (VLM), was demonstrated using the test problem of
potential flow normal to a flat square plate.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The development of the generalized RGBEM formulation has provided the opportunity to
evaluate the potential flow about thin and/or thick bodies at arbitrary orders of accuracy, without
having to consider complex Cl continuous elements and potential (jump) distributions. As
demonstrated in Section 3, the accuracy of RGBEM predictions is far superior to those of the
vortex loop method. Nevertheless, despite visible improvements, the velocity field proximal to
the body surface contains jumps and spikes, which grow as the evaluation points approach the
collocation points on the surface. This is because the potential (jump) is Co continuous. In
Section 3, we demonstrated a simple smoothing remedy at the post-processing stage to render the
tangential gradients of the potential (jump) @ continuous. The proposed smoothing technique
performed remarkably well, at least for the simple case of flow normal to a fiat plate. However,
the primary disadvantage of this approach is that the tangential gradients of the potential (jump)
are no longer solenoidal - not even piecewise ! For this purpose, more advanced smoothing
techniques, which account for curvature effects at the collocation points as well as the
solenoidality of the potential jump gradients, need to be developed in the near future. One
possibility may be the development of Galerkin smoothing techniques for the tangential
gradients quite similar to the one developed in this report [14].

The processes of matrix assembly and field point evaluation in RGBEM are relatively
time consuming, which may well become the bottleneck in the vortex-boundary element
simulation stage. A fast parallel multipole capability must be developed for RGBEM to reduce
the complexity of the computations and storage requirements to manageable levels. In addition,
for non-contiguous boundary elements that are at least a nominal mesh size away from each
other, the use of a degree 13 adaptive quadrature scheme to evaluate the integrals to machine
precision may be quite unnecessary. The best strategy is to apply quadrature of varying orders,
depending on the relative position of the two elements involved in the integration.

The exact cause for the observed overshoot in the normal velocity field proximal to the
edge singularity remains unresolved. It is quite possible that the implementation of special
boundary elements, similar to the ones applied in crack propagation analyses,
difficulty. Another approach may be to “smooth out” the edge singularity;
arbitrarily small curvature to the edge which can be accounted for analytically.

will alleviate this
i.e., to assign an
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Figure 1:

Figure 2:

Figure 3:

Fig~es 4.

Figure 4:

Figure 5:

Figure 6:

Figure 7:

Figure 8:

Figure 9:

Figure 10:

Figure 11:

Figure 12:

Figure 13:

Figure 14:

Schematic depiction of a thin body in free stream.

Schematic diagram of the coordinate system local to a boundary element.

Schematic diagram depicting (1) the panel-panel interaction in the Galerkin method
and (2) the local coordinate system used in the Galerkin integrations.

13: Potential flow normal to a flat square plate

Grid dependence study of (a) RGBEM and (b) VLM predictions of the surface
potential jump along the symmetry line of the plate.

VLM prediction of the potential velocity vector field in the vicinity (and in the plane
of symmetry) of the plate.

Grid dependence study of the (a) tangential and (b) normal velocity predictions by
RGBEM - at 0.001 units above the plate.

Grid dependence study of the (a) tangential and (b) normal velocity predictions by
VLM -at 0.001 units above the plate.

A comparison between the RGBEM and VLM predictions of the (a) tangential and
(b) normal velocity components at 0.001 units above the plate.

Grid dependence study of the (a) tangential and (b) normal velocity predictions by
RGBEM -at 0.01 units above the plate.

A comparison between the RGBEM and VLM predictions of the (a) tangential and
(b) normal velocity components at 0.01 units above the plate.

Grid dependence study of the (a) tangential and (b) normal velocity predictions by
RGBEM -at 0.1 units above the plate.

Effect of surface velocity smoothing on the smoothness of the (a) tangential and (b)
normal velocity predictions by RGBEM - at 0.001 units above the plate.

Grid dependence study of the (a) tangential and (b) normal velocity predictions by
the “smoothed” RGBEM -at 0.001 units above the plate.

Potential flow normal to (and along the axis of symmetry of) a hemispherical shell:
(a) Surface grid and potential jump distributions. (b) Velocity vector field proximal
to the shell and at its plane of symmetry.
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Figure 15: Potential flow normal to (and idong the axis of symmetry of) a slotted hemispherical
shell: (a) Surface grid and potential jump distributions. (b) Velocity vector field
proximal to the shell and at its plane of symmetry.

Figure B-1: Blown up schematic of an arbitrarily small boundary surface in the vicinity of a
collocation point.
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Grid Dependence of RGBEM Predictions At z = 0.01
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Effect of Smoothing On RGBEM Predictions At z = 0.001
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Grid Dependence of Smoothed RGBEM Predictions At z = 0.001
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APPENDIX A

The regularized form of the potential velocity; i.e., Eq. (2.5), is derived in this section.
We begin by the classical formulation, (2.4a), and concentrate on the integral quantity:

(Al)

Weapply the vector identity (fi X@) X~O-ti X(@ X~O)=(Z -@)~O-fi(~-~O) [15] to the

above, and note that the second terms on the two sides of the identity vanish:

Applying Stokes Theorem to the first integral on the right hand side, we get

(A.3)

Substituting ~0 = FOG in the above we get the desired regularized integral equation as

follows:
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APPENDIX B

We show here that the left hand side of Eq. (2.11) is singular unless [@] is Cl continuous

at the collocation points:

where ~G = –~OG was used. The right hand side of (B. 1) may be reformulated as’

(B.1)

(B.2)

The fwst integral on the right hand side of (B.2) is regular and presents no difficulties. To
analyze the behavior of the second integral at the collocation point 20, we assume - without loss

of generality - that the surface of an arbitrarily small area s around the collocation point is

discretized using K plane triangular elements such that s = ~~=1 Sk and that the elements share

~0 (see Fig. B. 1). As a result, since the unit normal is constant for planar elements, we conclude

that iiO,~= fit for each triangle. Therefore, we can rewrite the second integral in Eq. (B.2) as

and upon the application of Stokes Theorem to the second integral above:

(B.3)

(B.4)

The first integd on the right hand side above is regular, since it excludes the collocation

point iO. However, the line integral is sina~lar at XOunless Z x ~[@] is at least C? continuous

there, in which case the contributions to the line integrals by the neighboring elements will lead
to the exact cancellation of the singularity. Therefore, for collocation based computations, Eq.
(2. 11) is useful only if [@] is C’ continuous at the collocation nodes. Furthermore, under such a
condition the second integral on the right hand side of (B.2) vanishes at the collocation points
and (2. 11) reduces to the following regularized integral equation:

(B.5)
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APPENDIX C

In this section we present the 2-D RGBEM formulation as a special case of Eq. (2.15).
For this purpose, we use the same local orthonormal coordinate system as in the 3-D case, with

unit basis vector (~, ~, ii). For the 2-D case, however, 7 = (7X,ZY) is parallel to the body contour

()and Z = nX,nY is normal to it. ~ is normal to the computational domain. To maintain the same

nomenclature as before, we specify the independent variables in the local coordinate system by

($,q). The tangential gradient of a dummy variable~representing [@] or y is thus given by:

Zx?f=f<p (Cl)

Using Eq. (C. 1) and recognizing that the integrals in Eq. (2.15) are line (and not surface)
integrals, we are in the position to present the final form of the 2-D RGBEM formulation:

(C2)

where G(:, iO) = –1/2z in 2 – ~0I= –1/2n In r is the 2-D Green function. Note that, in (C.2), we

have assumed ~ -PO =1, which is valid so long as (Z,fi) are assigned consistently around the

body contour.

As in the 3-D case, Eq. (C.2) simplifies substantially if the body contour is discretized

using M linear segments, and if [o]” and y“ on element m are assumed to vary linearly in the

form ~(~”) = a: + b~~”, where

(C.3a)

(C.3b)

L. = & – & is the length of segment m, and indices 1 and 2 point to the beginning and the end

of the segment, respectively. Note that (~{)~ = by. Therefore, substituting Eq. (C.3b) in the

discretized form of Eq. (C.2) yields the linear 2D RGBEM formulation:
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For piecewise-uniform free stream velocity ~fi across each element k, the linear system

of N equations for the unknown [@] at the N collocation points is given as follows:

where

MM22

Xxm%wlw: =$5’,w: (C.5a)
k=lm=k i=l j=l k=] j=l

H H d~m d~k
(C.5b)‘%” = %J<: J;? G~-

Bk =–;Z~ . ~~Lk (C.5C)

q=l , q=–1 (C.5d)

the process of matrix assembly follows the discussion in Section 2.3.

For coincident elements where m = k, the double Iine integral is easily evaluated as

~/,&‘-+(zlog~k‘3)

For adjacent elements the integrals are a bit more complicated:

Imk=–J-
4?r

‘mk*[*tan-l[Lm/~c.kl+~t
c+’0g[3+210g[*)l+2’O

(C.6)

(C.7a)

(C-7b)

(C.7C)

The remaining integrals may be evaluated analytically for the inner integral and
numerically for the outer one.

.
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